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SEQUENCE STORM: Jelly's Raceway Expansion Pack is a DLC that contains two tracks, three story missions, and three new sets of graphics. These tracks and missions are available in Act 1 of the game and are NOT available in the main game. You can only gain access to the tracks and missions via an unused
activation code you find in your game after you purchased the game or by redeeming the free codes available on the Steam and Desura game stores. _______________________________________________________ THE JELLY'S RACEWAY TEAM : About Jelly's Raceway Team: Our Goal - to bring the best tracks possible to

the fans! Our Team Size - small, but one of the best track crews in the world! Meet Our Team: ** Lead Track Designers - sotui & Nikita ** Lead Game Designers - michals ** Animators - Sigmund, Maciej, Alex, Daria, Andrey, iosmitch ** Top Tracks - pek, peak, remembersailor, whenyou'reaway, isthisreal, cells,
and more! _______________________________________________________ BONUS CONTENT : When You're Away - 2019 Gamesize Mix! This track is an authentic remake of a track from the original SEQUENCE STORM game. It was decided not to release it initially, since it didn't fit with the world of SEQUENCE STORM.
Now, after a few months, it's finally been released! ____________________________________________ NO NEED TO PAY TOWARDS THE LIVE DESURA PLAYSTATION STORE! ____________________________________________ SECONDARY CONTENT: 13 Geometric Tracks: You will find all the tracks here, along with their new

main color variations, which are included in the whole SEQUENCE STORM DLC. These tracks are intended to be used in a racetrack, and their components have been increased in size and style. If you want to use any of them in your own track, we suggest you keep it in mind that you need to do some extra work,
like installing new tracks. 10 new set pieces: - First, we wanted to make some variation of the set piece. - Which one of them best fit to a typical track you want to make? - Come on, figure out which set pieces you want the most! - Maybe we can add new set piece in the future...

____________________________________________

Features Key:
NEW LEVELS!

NEW EQUIPMENTS!
NEW ENEMIES!

NEW SPECIAL MOMENTS!
NEW VOICES!
NEW SOUNDS!

NEW SOUNDSETS!
NEW MULTI-PLAYER!

NEW GRAPHICS!
NEW LEVEL DESIGN!
NEW MAINTENANCE!

Action Massively Multiplayer Online

You play in a huge sandbox-like environment. You can explore, explore, explore. We also try to make the game flow feel good to keep players playing for hours and days.

Multiplayer & MORE!

More MAPS!!!

More EQUIPMENTS!!!

More SPECIALIZATIONS!!!

More INTELLIGENT AI!!!

More EVENTS!!!

All-new Multiplayer MODES!!!

Payware or PROMOTIONS on Kickstarter and GOG.com!

These are just a few reasons we try to make the game breathe!

Speedrun Stakes

Matchmaking

Competition

We combined all of our work on Speed-runs into a “Lets Make Game” type of competition. Right now we have eight tiers and they only include the regular game, which is about 45-50 minutes long, but the goal is to expand that into an Ironman.

Mechanics

We’ve also thought about adding in a gameplay mechanic that allows you to somewhat buff your own units and speed-run your way to victory. You could increase the damage, decrease the cooldown or even increase the global cooldown of your abilities.
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